Fun New Glaze Combos from Christy's Glaze Class

PG616 Buckwheat over GLW26 Mustard W.Ash

PG628 Shiny Turquoise over GLW35 Butternut

GLW03 Avocado Ice over PG642 Blizzard Blue

GLW32 Latte over GLW46 North Lts

GLW06 Liq. Luster Brnz. over PG642 Blizzard Blue

GLW46 Northern Lgts. over GLW36 NW Woods

GLW06 Liq. Luster Brnz. over PG641 White Cloud

GLW36 NW Woods over GLW46 Northern Lgts.

All over/under combinations are done by brushing 2 coats of the underneath glaze and 1 coat of the glaze that is the top glaze.

GLW03 Avocado Ice over Patina over GLW46 Northern Lights

GLW26 Mustard W.Ash over PG616 Buckwheat

GLW08 Copper over PG628 Shiny Turquoise